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Ordering Information

1. Starter units are designed to be freestanding. All shelving runs must contain a single starter unit. All other units in the run must be add-on units.

    Add-on units are not freestanding. These units are used to continue a shelving run.

2. Base Unit Configurations do not include accessories such as wire shelves, solid shelves, etc. unless otherwise stated.

3. Asteriks (*) indicate special order or longer lead time items.
**PRICES**
The prices quoted by SHOPCO U.S.A., INC. are firm for a period of (30) days. Thereafter, prices are subject to change without notice. All prices are quoted F.O.B. Houston, Texas.

**TERMS / PAYMENTS**
All approved accounts are net 30 days. On any invoice thirty (30) days past due, SHOPCO U.S.A., INC. may, at their election place the Buyer’s account on a C.O.D. basis. If payment is not made when due, Buyer agrees to pay a charge on the amount past due at the rate of 1% per month (12% per annum) or the maximum lawful rate, whichever is less. Nothing herein shall be deemed to extend or otherwise modify Buyer’s obligation to make payment when due. In the event of default, Buyer agrees to pay SHOPCO U.S.A., INC. reasonable attorney’s fees, if any, incurred by SHOPCO U.S.A., INC. in collection of damages from Buyer.

**SHIPMENT**
Unless otherwise specified, product will be shipped “best way”. Any claims for lost or damaged products due to mishandling during shipment, shall be filed by the Buyer directly with the freight company. No shipment should be accepted until it has been inspected and recipient has made a notation of loss or damage on the freight bill of lading.

**CANCELLATIONS / CHANGES**
All orders accepted are not subject to cancellation and/or change without prior consent of SHOPCO U.S.A., INC.

**RETURNS**
Products may not be returned without prior written approval. Special order items or custom made items are not subject to return. Items returned with prior approval will be subject to a 20% restocking fee.

**TITLE**
Title to products shall not pass to Buyer until all sums due are paid in full. Products shall remain as removable personal property and shall be subject to removal upon breach of contract.

**LIMITED WARRANTY**
All products of SHOPCO U.S.A., INC. are guaranteed to be free of material and workmanship defects and should be inspected by the Buyer at the time of receipt and all claims will be promptly investigated and corrected, if necessary. After receipt and inspection of items found to be in good condition SHOPCO U.S.A., INC. shall no longer be liable for any loss, injury, or damage to persons or property. The warranty described in this paragraph is the only warranty given by SHOPCO U.S.A., INC, with respect to its products.

**ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE SPECIFICALLY EXCLUDED AND DISCLAIMED.**

**APPLICABLE LAW AND JURISDICTION**
This agreement is to be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Texas. Any suit to recover sums of money owed to Seller by Buyer hereunder may be brought in Harris County, Texas.
SHOPCO Advantages

QUALITY
• All steel components in shelving units
• Dry powder epoxy coating - far superior to enamel paint
• Wire shelves have structural bar supports (not round rods) to prevent sagging, and high quality powder coat finish

VERSATILITY
• Permits merchandising options not available in other systems (especially with respect to sales counters)
• Can be dismantled and reassembled in different sizes and shapes with ease
• Custom designs and multiple uses are possible from standard components
• Inside corner, outside corner and curved shelving units open up new design possibilities
• Clip-on brackets offer more angle positions than traditional shelves with welded brackets
• Clip-on brackets permit shelves to be reversible
• Many color combinations are possible with standard panels

IMAGE
• High tech styling
• Color possibilities together with wire shelves and accent price rails yield an enhanced store image
• Colorful price ticket rails and/or glowing top covers offer new design elements not available with other systems

DESIGN AND LAYOUT
• Full service CAD department along with in-house showroom helps to develop new ideas and products as well as standardized packages
• Award winning designs - SHOPCO has been consistently recognized by industry leading publications for its award winning designs.

AVAILABILITY
• Large inventory of standard items to meet our customers’ urgent needs (shortest lead time in the industry)
SHOPCO SPECIFICATIONS
SHOPCO U.S.A. INC.

Shelving Material

All the components of the SHOPCO merchandising system shall be fabricated of high quality heavy duty steel and coated in a multiple step process of electrostatically applied dry powder epoxy, and baked to achieve maximum hardness. The steel used to fabricate the shelving components shall be the following thickness:

- **Uprights**: 12 gauge
- **Brackets**: 10 gauge
- **Slat Wall Panels**: 18 gauge
- **Mini-Slat Wall Panels**: 18 gauge
- **Smooth (back) Panels**: 20 gauge
- **Pegboard Panels**: 20 gauge
- **Solid Shelves**: 20 gauge

**MODULES**

This product system offers various configurations. Four nominal lengths and two standard depths are available. Many different heights are available depending on the combination of standard panels used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal Length</th>
<th>Standard Depths</th>
<th>Standard Nominal Heights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 ft.</td>
<td>12 in.</td>
<td>32 in. 42 in. 72 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ft.</td>
<td>16 in.</td>
<td>34 in. 44 in. 80 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 ft.</td>
<td></td>
<td>36 in. 53 in. 88 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 ft.</td>
<td></td>
<td>38 in. 60 in. 96 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>40 in. 70 in. 107 in.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WIRE SHELVES**

All wire shelves shall consist of 1/8 in. diameter wires, welded on 11/16 in. spacing, with 1/4 in. diameter longitudinal wires at the top of the front and back lips of the shelf. All wire shelves shall have 1 in. high and 12 gauge thick FLAT BAR longitudinal supports (positioned vertically and welded to the shelf ends) under the shelf to prevent bowing or sagging when the shelf is loaded with merchandise. Twelve inch deep and narrower shelves shall have at least two flat bar supports and fourteen inch and larger shelves shall have at least three flat bar supports. Wire shelf brackets shall be removable to permit the shelf to be reversible for maximum merchandising versatility. Wire shelves shall be adjustable to flat, 15 degree and 25 degree down slope angles. Steep angle brackets shall be available to be used on the same shelf permitting shelf settings of 50, 65, and 75 degree down slope angles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal Length</th>
<th>Nominal Depth</th>
<th>Front Lip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 ft.</td>
<td>10 in. 16 in.</td>
<td>2 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 ft.</td>
<td>12 in. 20 in.</td>
<td>4 in. (12 &amp; 16 in. D shelves only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 ft.</td>
<td>14 in. 24 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SHELVING MATERIAL

SOLID (FLAT) SHELVES
All solid/flat shelves shall be fabricated of 20-gauge steel with an additional longitudinal support for all sizes greater than 12 in. Solid shelves shall have a continuous groove along the front and back edge of the shelf for fencing (no holes in shelf surface). Solid shelves shall be adjustable to flat, 15-degree and 25-degree down slope angles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal Length</th>
<th>Nominal Depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 ft.</td>
<td>10 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 ft.</td>
<td>16 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 ft.</td>
<td>12 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24 in.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LOADING CAPACITY
The shelving construction shall be designed to meet or exceed the following loading capacity, based on testing under conditions of total collapse with a safety factor of 2.0 and static, homogeneous load dispersion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHELF TYPE</th>
<th>SHELF DEPTH</th>
<th>MAXIMUM LOAD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wire Shelves with Standard Brackets</td>
<td>8” Deep</td>
<td>154 lbs. (70 kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wire Shelves with Standard Brackets</td>
<td>10” Deep</td>
<td>154 lbs. (70 kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wire Shelves with Standard Brackets</td>
<td>12” Deep</td>
<td>154 lbs. (70 kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wire Shelves with Standard Brackets</td>
<td>14” Deep</td>
<td>132 lbs. (60 kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wire Shelves with Standard Brackets</td>
<td>16” Deep</td>
<td>110 lbs. (50 kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid Shelves with Standard Brackets</td>
<td>10” Deep</td>
<td>220 lbs. (100 kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid Shelves with Standard Brackets</td>
<td>12” Deep</td>
<td>220 lbs. (100 kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid Shelves with Standard Brackets</td>
<td>14” Deep</td>
<td>198 lbs. (90 kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid Shelves with Standard Brackets</td>
<td>16” Deep</td>
<td>176 lbs. (80 kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid Shelves with Heavy Duty Brackets</td>
<td>12” Deep</td>
<td>385 lbs. (175 kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid Shelves with Heavy Duty Brackets</td>
<td>14” Deep</td>
<td>352 lbs. (160 kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid Shelves with Heavy Duty Brackets</td>
<td>16” Deep</td>
<td>352 lbs. (160 kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid Shelves Mounted on Feet with Base Brackets</td>
<td>12” Deep</td>
<td>418 lbs. (190 kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid Shelves Mounted on Feet with Base Brackets</td>
<td>16” Deep</td>
<td>418 lbs. (190 kg)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All shelving units shall have metal smooth, metal pegboard, metal slat wall or metal mini-slat wall panels for enhanced aesthetic appeal and merchandising versatility.

**Smooth**

Nominal Length | Nominal Height |
--- | --- |
1 ft. | 3.5 in. |
2 ft. | 5 in. |
3 ft. | 7 in. |
4 ft. | 9 in. |

**Pegboard**

Nominal Length | Nominal Height |
--- | --- |
1 ft. | 7 in. |
2 ft. | 9 in. |
3 ft. | 18 in. |
4 ft. |  |

**Slat Wall**

Nominal Length | Nominal Height |
--- | --- |
2 ft. | 3.5 in. |
3 ft. |  |
4 ft. |  |

**Mini-Slat Wall**

Nominal Length | Nominal Height |
--- | --- |
2 ft. |  |
3 ft. |  |
4 ft. |  |
9 in. | 18 in. |
Uprights

Uprights are produced from 2- 3/8” X 1- 3/16” and 1- 3/16” X 1-3/16” steel tubes, HR-3 quality, which is a micro-alloyed high strength steel. Vertical uprights are available in the standard module heights and can be custom cut to any length. Four types of uprights are available:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Used For</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1- 3/16” in. L X 1- 3/16” in. D</td>
<td>Wall Cover Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1- 3/16” in. L X 1- 3/16” in. D</td>
<td>Sales Counters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1- 3/16” in. L X 1- 3/16” in. D</td>
<td>Wall Units/Specialty Units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1- 3/16” in. L X 2- 3/8” in. D</td>
<td>Gondola Units</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **U-shaped Wallstrip**
- **4D Upright**
- **2D Small Upright**
- **2D Large Upright**
Standard 8 in. foot attaches to upright during assembly for maximum versatility. The T-Foot and L-foot are welded to the upright, yet offer a lower height of 4 in.

The T-Foot and L-foot are considered low profile bases. The low profile base is approximately 4 in. high, compared to the standard 8 in. base. The drawing below illustrates the difference in height.
Standard Shelving Length

- Standard Shelving Lengths:
  - 2' Unit: (24 13/16") Starter Length
  - 2 3/8" Add-On Length
  - 3' Unit: (36 5/8") Starter Length
  - 3 7/16" Add-On Length
  - 4' Unit: (48 7/16") Starter Length
  - 4 1/4" Add-On Length

Standard Shelving Units: Standard Foot

- Wall Unit: 1-3/16"x1-3/16" Upright
- End Cap Unit: 1-3/16"x2-3/8" Upright
- Gondola Unit: 1-3/16"x2-3/8" Upright

Standard Shelving Units: L and T Feet

- Wall Unit: 1-3/16"x2-3/8" Upright
- End Cap Unit: 1-3/16"x2-3/8" Upright
- Gondola Unit: 1-3/16"x2-3/8" Upright
Standard Curved Shelving Dimensions

Outside Wall Unit

12 in. Base

16 in. Base

Inside Wall Unit

Outside Wall Unit
Specialty Shelving Dimensions

Wrap Unit
12 in. Base
16 in. Base

4-Way Unit
12 ft. Sides - 12 in. Base
3 ft. Sides - 16 in. Base

60 Degree Triangle Unit
12 ft. Sides - 12 in. Shelves
3 ft. Sides - 12 in. Shelves

Split-T Gondola Unit
12 in. Base
16 in. Base
Color Chart

All shelving unit components, as well as wire and solid shelves are available in white, light beige and light gray. Base panels and feet are available in black, dark beige and dark gray. However, the T-Foot and L-Foot configurations are available in white and light gray. Top trims and price ticket rails are available in a wide variety of accent colors. These pieces and all shelving units can be custom powder coated for an additional price.
* SHOPCO color code numbers in parenthesis.
**Colors are approximate (printed ink will not match paint color exactly)

**Standard Shelving Colors**
- Beige (15)
- White (05)
- Light Gray (70)

**Standard Base Colors** (kick plate & feet)
- Dark Beige (13)
- Black (08)
- Dark Gray (90)

**T-Foot and L-Foot Colors**
- Light Gray (70)
- White (05)

**Standard Top Trim Colors**
- Black (08)
- White (05)
- Beige (15)
- Light Gray (70)
- Red (01)
- Blue (12)
- Yellow (03)
- Green (29)

**Standard Neon Colors**
Glowing colors are designed to coordinate with the following powder coat colors: red, blue, yellow and green. However, they will not be an exact match.
Design Elements Legend

1. 4-Way Gondola
2. 90 Degree Triangle End Cap Unit
3. Straight Gondola Unit
4. Split-T Gondola Unit
5. Bulk Display Unit
6. Wrap Unit
7. Standard End Cap Unit
8. Clover Leaf Gondola Unit
9. End Frame Unit
10. Triangle Gondola Unit
11. Curved Gondola Unit
12. Mobile Iced Beverage Cart (KD Metal Cabinets)
13. Beverage Unit (KD Metal Cabinets)
14. Condiment Unit (KD Metal Cabinets)
15. Waste Unit (KD Metal Cabinets)
16. Beverage & Condiment Unit (KD Metal Cabinets)
17. Wall Unit with Solid Shelves
18. 90 Degree Corner Unit with Solid Shelves
19. Wall Cover Unit
20. Wall Unit with Wire Shelves
21. 1/4 Circle Corner Unit
22. Promo Table
23. Rear Counter Unit (KD Metal Cabinets - Prep Unit)
24. Standard Sales Counter Unit
25. 1/8 Circle Sales Counter Unit
26. Vertical Front Sales Counter Unit
27. 10 Tier Magazine Rack
TYPICAL SALES COUNTER

FRONT VIEW

REAR VIEW
REAR ELEVATION

CROSS SECTION DETAIL
1. Small 2D-Upright
2. Foot with Adjusters
3. Solid Shelf
4. Base Shelf Bracket
5. Metal Pegboard Panels
6. Top Trim
7. Base Panel
8. Side Base Panel RH
9. Side Base Panel LH
Straight Wall Unit
Features:

- Available in 2, 3, & 4 ft. lengths
- Standard heights: 35, 44, 53, 72 & 96 in.
- Other heights available
- Standard depths: 12 & 16 in.
- Standard metal top trim
- Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray
- Custom colors and color combinations available
- Panels available in smooth, pegboard, slat wall, mini-slat wall or a combination of panels
- Finished back available
Wall Cover Unit

Features:

- Available in 2, 3 & 4 ft. lengths
- Standard heights: 35, 44, 53, 72 & 96 in.
- Standard metal top trim
- Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray
- Custom colors and color combinations available
- Panels available in smooth, pegboard, slat, mini-slat or a combination of panels
Inside 90 Degree Corner Unit
Features:

- Curved unit fits 90 degree corner
- Heights are custom per store layout; call for more information on this unit
- Standard metal top trim
- Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray
- Custom colors and color combinations available
- Panels available in smooth, pegboard or a combination of panels
- Finished back available

Inside 90 Degree High/Low Corner Unit
Features:

- Curved unit fits 90 degree corner
- Heights are custom per store layout; call for more information on this unit
- Standard metal top trim
- Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray
- Custom colors and color combinations available
- Panels available in smooth, pegboard or a combination of panels
- Finished back available
Inside Curved 45 Degree Wall Unit

Features:

- Curved unit completes 1/8 of a circle
- Heights are custom per store layout; call for more information on this unit
- Standard metal top trim
- Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray
- Custom colors and color combinations available
- Panels available in smooth, pegboard, slat wall or a combination of panels
- Finished back available (however, adding a finished back to this unit also requires a change in uprights from the small 2D upright to large 2D upright)

Inside Curved 90 Degree Wall Unit

Features:

- Curved unit completes 1/4 of a circle
- Consists of two inside curved 45 degree wall units (see above)
L-Foot Wall Unit
Features:

- Available in 2, 3 & 4 ft. lengths
- Standard heights: 48 & 72 in.
- Other heights available
- Standard depths: 12 & 16 in.
- Standard metal top trim (optional rounded top trim available)
- Standard stock colors are white and light gray
- Custom colors and color combinations available
- Panels available in smooth, pegboard, slat wall or a combination of panels
- Finished back available
- Also available in inside curved wall unit configurations
Finished Back For Wall Units

Features:

- Designed to give wall shelving a finished look when located in front of a window
- Standard finished back consists of smooth panels
- Various colors/color combinations available

Smooth Panels
Exploded View Straight Gondola Unit

1. Large 2D-Upright
2. Foot with Adjusters
3. Solid Shelf
4. Base Shelf Bracket
5. Metal Pegboard Panels
6. Top Trim
7. Base Panel
**Straight Gondola Unit**

*Features:*

- Available in 2, 3 & 4 ft. lengths
- Standard heights: 44, 53 & 72 in.
- Other heights available
- Standard depths: 12 & 16 in.
- Standard metal top trim (optional rounded top trim available)
- Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray
- Custom colors available
- Panels available in solid, pegboard, slat wall, mini-slat wall or a combination of panels
- Side base panels not included; see Shelves & Accessories section for more information
Curved Gondola Unit
Features:

- Curved units create 1/8 circle for 45 degree angle
- Units can be used together or in conjunction with straight gondola units
- Standard heights: 44, 53 & 72 in.
- Other heights available
- Standard depths: 12 & 16 in.
- Standard metal top trim
- Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray
- Custom colors available
- Panels available in solid, pegboard, slat wall or a combination of panels
- Side base panels not included; see Shelves & Accessories section for more information
Split-T Gondola Unit
Features:

- Curved sections create a 1/4 circle inside radius on two sides
- Features a 6 ft. end cap
- Units can be used in conjunction with straight gondola units
- Standard heights: 44, 53 & 72 in.
- Other heights available
- Standard depths: 12 & 16 in.
- Standard metal top trim
- Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray
- Custom colors available
- Panels available in solid, pegboard, slat wall or a combination of panels
Clover Leaf Gondola Unit

Features:

- Curved sections create a 1/4 circle inside radius on four sides
- Units can be used in conjunction with straight gondola units
- Dimensions are custom per store layout; call for more information on this unit
- Standard metal top trim
- Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray
- Custom colors available
- Panels available in solid, pegboard, slat wall or a combination of panels
T-Foot Gondola Unit

Features:

- Available in 2, 3 & 4 ft. lengths
- Standard height: 53 in.
- Other heights available
- Standard depths: 12 & 16 in.
- Standard metal top trim (optional rounded top trim available)
- Standard stock colors are white and light gray
- Custom colors available
- Panels available in solid, pegboard, slat wall, mini-slat wall or a combination of panels
- Curved gondola, Split-T gondola and Clover Leaf gondola units available with T-Foot design (except mini-slat wall panels)
1. Large 2D-Upright
2. Foot with Adjusters
3. Solid Shelf
4. Base Shelf Bracket
5. Metal Pegboard Panels
6. Top Trim
7. Base Panel
8. Side Base Panel LH
9. Side Base Panel RH
10. Smooth Metal Panel
END CAP SHELVING
SHOPCO U.S.A. INC.

Standard End Cap Unit
Features:

- Available in 2 & 3 ft. lengths
- Standard heights: 44, 53 & 72 in.
- Other heights available
- Standard depths: 12 & 16 in.
- Standard metal top trim (optional rounded top trim available)
- Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray
- Custom colors and color combinations available
- Panels available in smooth, pegboard, slat wall, mini-slat wall or a combination of panels
90 Degree Triangle End Cap Unit

Features:

- Standard heights: 44, 53 & 72 in.
- Other heights available
- Standard length & depth: 3 ft. L x 2 ft. D
- Standard metal top trim
- Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray
- Custom colors and color combinations available
- Panels available in smooth, pegboard, slat wall, mini-slat wall or a combination of panels
- Not to be used as a free standing unit; see page 47 for free standing triangle units
END CAP SHELVING
SHOPCO U.S.A. INC.

End Frame Unit
Features:

- Available in 2 & 3 ft. lengths
- Standard heights: 44, 53 & 72 in.
- Other heights available
- Standard metal top trim
  (optional rounded top trim available)
- Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray
- Custom colors and color combinations available
- Panels available in smooth, pegboard, slat wall, mini-slat wall or a combination of panels
L-Foot End Cap Unit

Features:

- Available in 2 & 3 ft. lengths
- Standard heights: 53 in.
- Other heights available
- Standard depths: 12 & 16 in.
- Standard metal top trim (optional rounded top trim available)
- Standard stock colors are white and light gray
- Custom colors and color combinations available
- Panels available in smooth, pegboard, slat wall, mini-slat wall or a combination of panels
60 Degree Triangle Unit
Features:

- All sides are equal
- Units available in 2 & 3 ft. lengths
- Standard heights: 53 in.
- Other heights available
- Standard metal top trim
- 5 in. color band available
- Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray
- Custom colors and color combinations available
- Panels available in smooth, pegboard, slat wall, mini-slat wall or a combination of panels
- Special wire corner shelves available
- Available with casters
SPECIALTY DISPLAYS
SHOPCO U.S.A. INC.

4-Way Unit
Features:

• Available sizes:
  2 ft. L sides (12 in. base)
  3 ft. L sides (16 in. base)
• Standard height: 53 in.
• Other heights available
• Standard metal top trim
• Available with casters
• Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray
• Custom colors and color combinations available
• Panels available in smooth, pegboard, slat wall, mini-slat or a combination of panels
• Mini-slat wall panels require a change in upright from the small 2D upright to the large 2D upright
4-Way Unit without Bases

Features:

• Available sizes:
  2 ft. L sides (accepts up to 12 in. shelves)
  3 ft. L sides (accepts up to 16 in. shelves)
• Standard height: 53 in.
• Other heights available
• Standard metal top trim
• Available with casters
• Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray
• Custom colors and color combinations available
• Panels available in smooth, pegboard, slat wall, mini-slat or a combination of panels
• Mini-slat wall panels require a change in upright from the small 2D upright to the large 2D upright
Wrap Unit
Features:

- Available in 2, 3 & 4 ft. lengths
- Standard height: 53 in.
- Other heights available
- Standard depths: 12 & 16 in.
- Standard metal top trim (optional rounded top trim available)
- Configuration includes: 4 rows of wire shelves & 8 half basket shelves
- Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray
- Custom colors and color combinations available
- Panels available in smooth, pegboard, slat wall or a combination of panels
- Available with the standard base
5 Tier Magazine Rack
Features:

- Attaches to wall units, gondola units and end cap units
- Available in 2 & 3 ft. lengths
- Height: 28 in.
- Depth: 16 in.
- Standard stock colors include white, black and light gray
- Custom colors and color combinations available
- Concave design to help view magazine selections

10 Tier Magazine Rack
Features:

- Attaches to wall units, gondola units and end cap units
- Available in 2 & 3 ft. lengths
- Height: 61 in.
- Depth: 16 in.
- Standard stock colors include white, black and light gray
- Custom colors and color combinations available
- Concave design to help view magazine selections
3 Tier Magazine Rack
Features:

- Available in straight and outside curved configurations
- Attaches to wall unit, gondola units & sales counters
- Unit height: 19 in.
- Unit depth: 10 in.
- Straight unit lengths: 2 & 3 ft.
- Outside curved unit length: 29 in.
- Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray
- Custom colors and color combinations available

Mobile Iced Beverage Cart
Features:

- Two wheels
- Top shelf
- Height: 50 in.
- Length: 49 in.
- Width: 26 in.
- Tub dimensions:
  44 in. L x 21.5 in. W x 12 in. D
- Standard stock color is black with galvanized steel
- Other colors available
**Promo Table**
Features:

- On casters
- Standard height: 35 in.
- Standard length: 2 ft.
- Standard depth: 3 ft.
- Standard stock colors include black, white, beige and light gray
- Custom colors and color combinations available
- Smooth Panels
- Custom magnetic signs available

**Bulk Display**
Features:

- May be used for heavy stack items
- Standard Height: 7 in.
- Standard stock colors include black, white, beige and light gray
- Custom colors and color combinations available
- Smooth Panels
SPECIALTY DISPLAYS
SHOPCO U.S.A. INC.

Solid Panels

Pegboard Panels

Slat Wall Panels

Mini-Slat Wall Panels

Bulk Stack End Caps/Wall Units

Features:

- Available in 2 & 3 ft. lengths
- Available in 53 & 72 in. heights
- Other heights available
- Standard depth: 24 in.
- Heavy duty low profile base
- Standard metal top trim
- Standard stock colors are white and light gray
- Custom colors and color combinations available
- Panels available in smooth, pegboard, slat wall, mini-slat or a combination of panels
Straight Solid Shelf
SH1-FSXXXX-XXXXXXXX-0

Features:
• Includes “2 hook” brackets with three angle adjustments
• Available 2, 3 & 4 ft. lengths
• Standard depths include 10, 12, 14 & 16 in.
• Other sizes available

Inside Curved Solid Shelf
SH1-FS1/8I-XXXXXXX-0

Features:
• Includes “2 hook” brackets
• Standard depths include 12 & 16 in.
• Attaches to inside curved shelving section

Outside Curved Solid Shelf
SH1-FS1/8O-XXXXXXX-0

Features:
• Includes “2 hook” brackets
• Standard depths include 12 & 16 in.
• Attaches to outside curved shelving section

Inside 90 Degree Corner Solid Shelf
SH1-FCXXXX-28XXXXX-0

Features:
• Includes “2 hook” brackets
• Standard depths include 12 & 16 in.
• Used for inside 90 degree corner applications (wall units)
Heavy Duty Solid Shelf
SH1-FSHDXX-XXXXXXX-0

Features:
- Includes reinforcement bar(s) as shown below
- Includes “3 hook” brackets with two angle adjustments
- Available 2, 3 & 4 ft. lengths
- Standard depths include 12 & 16 in.
- Other sizes available (*lead time)

Reinforcement Bar
1304-XXXXXXX-XX

Features:
- Attaches to solid shelf to accommodate heavy duty shelving needs
- 12 & 14 in. deep solid shelves require one reinforcement bar
- 16 - 24 in. deep solid shelves require two reinforcement bars

Front Fence
(For Shelves with Price Ticket Rails)
5941-XXXXXXX-XX

Features:
- Clear acrylic
- For use with solid shelves only
- See below item if solid shelf does not require price ticket rails
- Available 2, 3 & 4 ft. lengths
- Available for inside curved shelves

Front Fence
(For Shelves without Price Ticket Rails)
5940-XXXXXXX-XX

Features:
- Clear acrylic
- For use with solid shelves only
- See above item if solid shelf requires price ticket rails
- Available 2, 3 & 4 ft. lengths
- Available for inside curved corner shelves
**Straight Wire Shelf**  
SH1-WSXXNG-XXXXXXX-0

Features:
- Includes “2 hook” brackets with three angle adjustments
- Available 2, 3 & 4 ft. lengths
- Standard depths include 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 & 16 in.
- Standard 2 in. lip
- Reversible for 1/2 in. lip
- 12 & 16 in. deep also available with a 4 in. lip
- Special 1 ft. lengths available with 8, 10 & 12 in. depths

**Inside Curved Wire Shelf**  
SH1-WSR90I-XXXXXXX-0

Features:
- Attaches to inside curved shelving section
- Includes “2 hook” brackets
- Standard depths include 8, 10,12 & 16 in.
- Standard 2 in. lip

**Outside Curved Wire Shelf**  
SH1-WSR90O-XXXXXXX-0

Features:
- Attaches to outside curved shelving section
- Includes “2 hook” brackets
- Standard depths include 8, 10,12 & 16 in.
- Standard 2 in. lip

**Inside 90 Degree Corner Wire Shelf**  
SH1-WSCNXX-2812002-0

Features:
- Includes “2 hook” brackets
- Standard depth: 12 in.
- Used for inside 90 degree corner applications (wall units)
1/4 Circle Corner Curved Wire Shelf
SH1-WS4XXX-XXXXXXXX-0

Features:
• For use on sales counter and 90 degree triangle end cap applications
• Includes “2 hook” brackets
• Standard depths include 8, 10, 12 & 16 in.
• Standard 2 in. lip

1/8 Circle Corner Curved Wire Shelf
SH1-WS8XXX-XXXXXXXX-0

Features:
• Used for sales counter applications
• Includes “2 hook” brackets
• Standard depths include 8 & 12 in.
• Standard 2 in. lip

1/2 Circle Basket Wire Shelf (center mount)
1770-XXXXXXX-XX

Features:
• Mounts to large 2D upright
• Used for wrap units or in place of an end cap
• Standard lengths 28 & 36 in.
• Standard 4 in. lip

1/2 Circle Basket Wire Shelf (side mount)
1780-XXXXXXX-XX

Features:
• For use on end cap units
• Standard length 36 in.
• Standard 4 in. lip
120 Degree Wire Shelf
SH1-WS120X-XXXXXXX-0

Features:
• For use on 60 degree triangle gondola unit
• Includes “2 hook” brackets
• Standard depths include 8 & 12 in.
• Standard 2 in. lip

Wood Wine Shelf
SH1-WWSXXX-3616004-0

Features:
• Attaches to wall units, gondola units and end cap units
• 3 ft. L X 16 in. D
• Includes front fence and dividers as shown

Wood Bread Shelf
SH1-WBSXXX-3616003-0

Features:
• Attaches to wall units, gondola units and end cap units
• 3 ft. L X 16 in. D
• 3 in. lip

Magnetic Sign
3940-18XX004-01

Features:
• Attaches to all metal shelving units
• Standard size: 18 in. L X 4 in. H
• Any text and color available
• Call for more information
Price Ticket Rail
For straight solid shelf & curved inside solid shelf
4000, 4003 or 4006-XXXXXX-XX

Features:
• Available for 2, 3 & 4 ft. length straight shelves
• Available for 12 & 16 in. deep 1/8 circle curved inside shelves
• Available colors include: clear, black, white, beige, red, yellow, blue, dark blue & green

Price Ticket Rail
For curved outside solid shelf
4007-XXXXXX-XX

Features:
• Available for 12 & 16 in. deep shelves
• Attaches with double sided adhesive tape
• Available colors include: clear, black, white, beige, red, yellow, blue, dark blue & green

Price Ticket Rail
For straight wire shelf
4009, 4010 or 4013-XXXXXX-XX

Features:
• Available for 2, 3 & 4 ft. length straight shelves
• Available colors include: clear, black, white, beige, red, yellow, blue, dark blue & green

Price Ticket Rail
For all curved wire shelves
4017, 4019, 4020, 4021, 4022 or 4023-XXXXXX-XX

Features:
• Available for 12 & 16 in. deep inside and outside curved wire shelves & 1/8 circle corner curved wire shelves
• Available for 8, 10, 12 & 16 in. deep 1/4 circle corner curved wire shelves
• Available for 8 & 12 in. deep 120 degree wire shelves
• Available colors include: clear, black, white, beige, red, yellow, blue, dark blue & green
Solid Shelf Divider
1305-xxxxxxxx-xx

Features:
• All Metal
• Available in many sizes; call for more information

Wire Shelf Divider
1710-xxxxxxxx-xx

Features:
• Available for 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 & 16 in. deep wire shelves
• Standard height 2 in.
• Also available in 4 in. height for 12 & 16 in. deep wire shelves

Wire Shelf Liner
4300-xxxxxxxx-xx

Features:
• Clear plastic liner to place on shelf
• Available lengths 2, 3 & 4 ft.
• Available depths 8, 10, 12, 14 & 16 in.

Steep Angle Brackets
1730-xxxxxxxx-xx

Features:
• Replace standard brackets to allow the same shelf to be angled at 50, 65 or 75 degrees
• For use with solid or wire shelves
• Available for 8, 10, 12 & 16 in. deep shelves
• Available colors are white and light gray
**Base Drawer Basket**
SH1-BDBXXX-XXXXXXXX-0

Features:
- Fits under wall unit, gondola unit and end cap unit base shelves (straight sections only)
- Available lengths 2, 3 & 4 ft.
- Standard stock base panel colors are dark beige, black & dark gray; wire basket is chrome
- Custom colors available
- For use with standard foot only

**Side Base Panels**
115L-XXXXXXX-XX and 115R-XXXXXXX-XX

Features:
- For use on gondola starter units without end caps
- Height 7 in.
- Available for 12 & 16 in. deep units
- Call for other sizes

**3 Tier Magazine Rack**
1865-XXXXXXX-XX

Features:
- Attaches to wall units, gondola units & sales counters
- Available in straight and outside curved configurations
- See page 52 for more details

**Pastry Rack**
1840-XXXXXXX-XX

Features:
- Attaches to wall units, gondola units & end cap units
- 2 levels
- Available lengths 2 & 3 ft.
- Standard stock colors are white, beige & light gray
- Custom colors available
Caster  
0522-XXXX002-08  
Features:  
• Load capacity 75 lbs.  
• Height 2 in.  
• Best used with T-Foot or L-Foot configurations

Caster with Brake  
0521-XXXX002-08  
Features:  
• Load capacity 75 lbs.  
• Height 2 in.  
• Best used with T-Foot or L-Foot configurations

Heavy Duty Caster  
4830-XXXX003-08  
Features:  
• Load capacity 150 lbs.  
• Height 3 in.

Heavy Duty Triangle Caster  
4831-XXXX004-08  
Features:  
• Used for 60 degree triangle gondola unit  
• 60 degree triangle gondola unit requires 3 casters  
• Load capacity 200 lbs.  
• Height 4 in.
**Standard Peg Hook**  
3175-XXXXXXX-XX

Features:
- Available lengths 6 & 8 in.
- Standard stock colors are white, beige & galvanized
- 12 in. also available in white

**Scanning Peg Hook**  
3204-XXXXXXX-XX

Replaces 3145 hooks

Features:
- Available lengths 6 & 8 in.
- Standard stock colors include white, beige and gray
- 10 in. also available in gray
- Includes flip scan label holder

**Standard Slat and Mini-Slat Hook**  
3170-XXXXXXX-XX

Features:
- Available lengths 6 & 8 in.
- Standard stock colors include white, beige and galvanized
- 4 in. also available in galvanized
Scanning Slat and Mini-Slat Hook
3208-XXXXXXXX-XX
Replaces 3150 hooks

Features:
• Available lengths 6 & 8 in.
• Standard stock color is galvanized
• 11 in. also available in white
• Includes flip scan label holder

Universal Adjustable Slat Scanning Hook
3212-XXXXXXXX-XX
Replaces 3163 hooks

Features:
• Used for slat and mini-slat panels
• Available lengths 6 & 8 in.
• Standard stock colors include white, beige and galvanized
• 8 in. also available in red
• Includes flip scan label holder and metal back plate

Heavy Duty Mini-Slat Scanning Hook
3214-XXXXXXXX-XX
Replaces 3165 hooks

Features:
• Available lengths 4, 8 & 10 in.
• Standard stock color is galvanized
• Includes flip scan label holder
Uni-Frame
3050-XXXXXX-XX
Features:
- Attaches to wall units, gondola units & end cap units
- Available lengths 2, 3 & 4 ft.
- Available depths 1, 8 & 12 in.
- Standard stock color is white

Uni-Frame Hook
3060-XXXXXX-XX
Features:
- Available lengths 4, 6 & 8 in.
- Standard stock color is chrome

Straight Hang Bar
3186-XXXXXX-XX
Features:
- Available length 16 in.
- Standard stock color is chrome
- For use with mini-slat wall

Angled Hang Bar
3187-XXXXXX-XX
Features:
- Available length 16 in.
- Standard stock color is chrome
- For use with mini-slat wall
Powerwing
SH1-PWHXXX-1404048-0

Features:
- Attaches to end cap units
- 14.5 in. L X 4.5 in. D X 48 in. H
- Standard stock colors are white and gray
- Includes shelf and upright mounting kit

Powerwing Hook
3200-XXXXXXX-XX
Replaces 2960 hooks

Features:
- Length 4 in.
- Standard stock colors are white and galvanized
- Includes flip scan label holder

Powerwing Shelf
2955-XXXXXXX-XX

Features:
- 13 in. L X 5 in. D X 5 in. H
- Standard stock colors are white and gray
Exploded View Straight Sales Counter Unit

1. Counter Top
2. 4D-Upright
3. Counter Frame
4. Metal Panels
5. Reverse Back Panel
6. Corner Trim
7. Interior Adjustable Shelf
8. Removable Base Shelf
9. Shelf Bracket
SALES COUNTERS
SHOPCO U.S.A. INC.

Straight Unit

Features:
- Available in 1, 2, 3 & 4 ft. lengths
- Standard cabinet body depth 2 ft.
- Standard height 34 in. (including 1 in. thick counter top)
- Other sizes available
- One adjustable interior shelf and one removable base shelf
- Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray (custom colors available)
- Shelves, convenience rails and magazine racks may be added to front of counter
- Doors, drawers and various accessories can be added to attendant side of sales counter

Straight Unit with Extended Top

Features:
- Available in 1, 2, 3 & 4 ft. lengths
- Standard cabinet body depth 2 ft.
- Standard height 34 in. (including 1 in. thick counter top)
- Other sizes available
- One adjustable interior shelf and one removable base shelf
- Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray (custom colors available)
- Shelves, convenience rails and magazine racks may be added to front of counter
- Doors, drawers and various accessories can be added to attendant side of sales counter
Straight Unit with Vertical Front

Features:
- Vertical front uprights above counter can be left open (as shown) or covered with smooth, pegboard, slat wall, mini-slat wall or a combination of panels.
- Available in 2, 3 & 4 ft. lengths.
- Standard cabinet body depth 2 ft.
- Standard height of vertical front 51 in.
- Standard height 34 in. (including 1 in. thick counter top).
- Other sizes available.
- One adjustable interior shelf and one removable base shelf.
- Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray (custom colors available).
- Shelves, convenience rails and magazine racks may be added to front of counter.
- Doors, drawers and various accessories can be added to attendant side of sales counter.
90 Degree Corner Unit

Features:
• Used to make a 90 degree corner
• Available in 2 & 3 ft. lengths
• Standard cabinet body depth 2 ft.
• Standard height 34 in. (including 1 in. thick counter top)
• Other sizes available
• One adjustable interior shelf and one removable base shelf
• Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray (custom colors available)
• Shelves, convenience rails and magazine racks may be added to front of counter
• Doors, drawers and various accessories can be added to attendant side of sales counter

90 Degree Corner Unit with Extended Top

Features:
• Used to make a 90 degree corner
• Available in 2 & 3 ft. lengths
• Standard cabinet body depth 2 ft.
• Standard height 34 in. (including 1 in. thick counter top)
• Other sizes available
• One adjustable interior shelf and one removable base shelf
• Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray (custom colors available)
• Shelves, convenience rails and magazine racks may be added to front of counter
• Doors, drawers and various accessories can be added to attendant side of sales counter
90 Degree Angled Corner Unit

Features:
• Used to make a 90 degree corner with a 45 degree angle
• Available in 3 & 4 ft. lengths
• Standard depth 2 ft.
• Standard height 34 in. (including 1in. thick counter top)
• Other sizes available
• One adjustable interior shelf and one removable base shelf
• Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray (custom colors available)
• Shelves, convenience rails and magazine racks may be added to front of counter

90 Degree Angled Corner Unit with Extended Top

Features:
• Used to make a 90 degree corner with a 45 degree angle
• Available in 3 & 4 ft. lengths
• Standard depth 2 ft.
• Standard height 34 in. (including 1in. thick counter top)
• Other sizes available
• One adjustable interior shelf and one removable base shelf
• Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray (custom colors available)
• Shelves, convenience rails and magazine racks may be added to front of counter
45 Degree Wedge

Features:
• Used to make a 45 degree corner (outside turn)
• Standard length 1 ft.
• Standard depth 2 ft.
• Standard height 34 in. (including 1 in. thick counter top)
• Other sizes available
• One adjustable interior shelf and one removable base shelf
• Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray (custom colors available)
• Shelves, convenience rails and magazine racks may be added to front of counter

45 Degree Wedge with Extended Top

Features:
• Used to make a 45 degree corner (outside turn)
• Standard length 1 ft.
• Standard depth 2 ft.
• Standard height 34 in. (including 1 in. thick counter top)
• Other sizes available
• One adjustable interior shelf and one removable base shelf
• Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray (custom colors available)
• Shelves, convenience rails and magazine racks may be added to front of counter
Reverse Wedge

Features:
- Used to make a 45 degree corner (inside turn)
- Standard depth 2 ft.
- Standard height 34 in. (including 1in. thick counter top)
- Other heights available
- One adjustable interior shelf and one removable base shelf
- Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray (custom colors available)

Curved Unit

Features:
- Used to make a 45 degree corner (two units together make a 90 degree outside corner)
- Standard depth 2 ft.
- Standard height 34 in. (including 1in. thick counter top)
- Other sizes available
- One adjustable interior shelf and one removable base shelf
- Standard stock colors include white, beige and light gray (custom colors available)
- Shelves, convenience rails and magazine racks may be added to counter front
Straight Interior Shelf
1400-XX24XXX-05
Features:
• All metal shelf
• Shelf includes grommet
• Available in 2, 3 & 4 ft. lengths
• Depth: 24 in.
• Requires two brackets

Curved Interior Shelf
1400-XX24XXX-05
Features:
• All metal shelf with grommet
• Depth: 24 in.
• Requires two brackets

Interior Shelf Brackets
1410-XX24XXX-05
Features:
• Mounting brackets for interior shelves and removable base shelves
**Straight Interior NG Shelf**

1301-XXXXXXXX-05

Features:
- All metal shelf
- Available in 2 & 3 ft. lengths
- Depth: 20 in.
- Requires two brackets

**Curved Interior NG Shelf**

1301-XXXXXXXX-05

Features:
- All metal shelf
- Depth: 20 in.
- Requires two brackets

**Interior NG Shelf Brackets**

1751-XXXXXXXX-XX

Features:
- Mounting brackets for interior NG shelves
Slide-out Cigarette Tray
4310-XX20XXX-05

Features:
- Requires flat shelf for mounting
- 9 row tray: 2 ft. L x 20 in. D
- 14 row tray: 3 ft. L x 20 in. D

Convenience Rail
1890-XXXXXXX-XX

Features:
- Attaches to the front of sales counter
- Available in 2, 3 & 4 ft. lengths

Convenience Rail Cover
1900-XXXXXXX-XX

Features:
- Acrylic
- Standard stock color is clear
- Available in 2, 3 & 4 ft. lengths
**Printer Slide Drawer**  
4205-3624004-05

Features:
- 3 ft. L X 2 ft. D X 4 in. H
- Made of wood laminate material

**Drawer**  
4200-XXXXXXXX-XX

Features:
- All metal (side and front panels)
- Available in 2 & 3 ft. lengths
- Depth: 2 ft.
- Height: 4 in.

**Doors**  
SH1-DOORXX-XXXX024-XX

Features:
- All metal
- Height: 24 in.
- Available in 2 & 3 ft. lengths
**Electrical Mounting Board**

SH1-EMBXXX-XX06XXX-0

Features:
- Board for attaching electrical outlets and conduit to sales counter interior
- Available in 2 & 3 ft. lengths
- Height: 6 in.

**Bagging System**

5520-AXXXXXX-33

Features:
- Mounts underneath counter top or on interior shelf to dispense “roll type” plastic bags

**Lottery Ticket Dispenser**

5560-XXXXXXX-00

Features:
- Drops into counter
- 12 or 16 game
- 22 in. L X 19 in. W X 11 5/8 in. to 13 in. H (sloping height)

(CALL FOR ACTUAL CUT OUT DIMENSIONS)
Cabinet System Features:

- Variety of cabinet lengths and depths
- Standard cabinet bodies are 33 in. high including the 6 in. base for a total cabinet height of 34 in. with a 1 in. thick counter top
- Wide variety of cabinet tops available, including plastic laminate, stainless steel and solid surface
- Removable base shelves and adjustable interior shelves
- Standard cabinets include back panels with openings to access electrical and plumbing chase (Optional back panel fillers available)
- Counter tops fabricated per layout (not individual unit) to minimize seams
- Standard counter top design is 6 in. deeper than cabinet body to provide electrical and plumbing chase
- Standard stock of cabinets in white; custom colors available
One Door Prep Unit

Features:
- Available in 12, 18 & 24 in. lengths
- Available in 18, 24 & 30 in. depths
- Standard height 33 in. (excluding counter top)
- Back Panel with opening to access chase (optional filler for back panel available)
- One adjustable interior shelf and one removable base shelf
- Standard counter tops are designed to provide a 6 in. electrical and plumbing chase
- Optional end filler panels available

Two Door Prep Unit

Features:
- Available in 30, 36 & 48 in. lengths
- Available in 18, 24 & 30 in. depths
- Standard height 33 in. (excluding counter top)
- Back Panel with opening to access chase (optional filler for back panel available)
- One adjustable interior shelf and one removable base shelf
- Standard counter tops are designed to provide a 6 in. electrical and plumbing chase
- Optional end filler panels available
METAL CABINET SYSTEM
SHOPCO U.S.A. INC.

One Door Low Prep Unit

Features:
• Cabinet length 24 in.
• Cabinet depth 18 in.
• Standard height 25 in. (excluding counter top)
• Back Panel with opening to access chase
  (optional filler for back panel available)
• One adjustable interior shelf and one removable base shelf
• Standard counter tops are designed to provide a 6 in. electrical and plumbing chase
• Optional end filler panels available

Two Door Low Prep Unit

Features:
• Cabinet length 36 in.
• Cabinet depth 18 in.
• Standard height 25 in. (excluding counter top)
• Back Panel with opening to access chase
  (optional filler for back panel available)
• One adjustable interior shelf and one removable base shelf
• Standard counter tops are designed to provide a 6 in. electrical and plumbing chase
• Optional end filler panels available
3 Cup Beverage Unit (One Door)

Features:
• Cabinet length 24 in.
• Available in 24 & 30 in. depths
• Standard height 33 in. (excluding counter top)
• With stainless steel step ledge and 3 cut-outs for cup dispensers (dispensers sold separately)
• Back Panel with opening to access chase (optional filler for back panel available)
• One adjustable interior shelf and one removable base shelf
• Standard counter tops are designed to provide a 6 in. electrical and plumbing chase
• Optional end filler panels available

4 Cup Beverage Unit (Two Doors)

Features:
• Cabinet length 36 in.
• Available in 24 & 30 in. depths
• Standard height 33 in. (excluding counter top)
• With stainless steel step ledge and 4 cut-outs for cup dispensers (dispensers sold separately)
• Back Panel with opening to access chase (optional filler for back panel available)
• One adjustable interior shelf and one removable base shelf
• Standard counter tops are designed to provide a 6 in. electrical and plumbing chase
• Optional end filler panels available
METAL CABINET SYSTEM
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6 Cup Beverage Unit (Two Doors)

Features:
• Cabinet length 48 in.
• Available in 24 & 30 in. depths
• Standard height 33 in. (excluding counter top)
• With stainless steel step ledge and 6 cut-outs for cup dispensers (dispensers sold separately)
• Back Panel with opening to access chase (optional filler for back panel available)
• One adjustable interior shelf and one removable base shelf
• Standard counter tops are designed to provide a 6 in. electrical and plumbing chase
• Optional end filler panels available

3 Cup & Condiment Beverage Unit (Two Doors)

Features:
• Cabinet length 36 in.
• Available in 24 & 30 in. depths
• Standard height 33 in. (excluding counter top)
• With stainless steel step ledge and 4 cut-outs for cup dispensers (dispensers sold separately)
• Includes acrylic condiment tray
• Back Panel with opening to access chase (optional filler for back panel available)
• One adjustable interior shelf and one removable base shelf
• Standard counter tops are designed to provide a 6 in. electrical and plumbing chase
• Optional end filler panels available
One Door Condiment Unit

Features:
- Cabinet length 24 in.
- Available in 24 & 30 in. depths
- Standard height 33 in. (excluding counter top)
- Back Panel with opening to access chase (optional filler for back panel available)
- With Stainless steel step ledge and acrylic condiment tray
- One adjustable interior shelf and one removable base shelf
- Standard counter tops are designed to provide a 6 in. electrical and plumbing chase
- Optional end filler panels available

Two Door Condiment Unit

Features:
- Available in 36 & 48 in. lengths
- Available in 24 & 30 in. depths
- Special 48 in. L X 18 in. D unit available
- Standard height 33 in. (excluding counter top)
- Back Panel with opening to access chase (optional filler for back panel available)
- With Stainless steel step ledge and acrylic condiment tray
- One adjustable interior shelf and one removable shelf
- Standard counter tops are designed to provide a 6 in. electrical and plumbing chase
- Optional end filler panels available
Waste Unit

Features:
- Available in 12, 18 & 24 in. lengths
- Available in 24 & 30 in. depths
- Standard height 33 in. (excluding counter top)
- Full Back Panel with no chase access opening
- One door and one trash flap
- One waste bin included
- One removable base shelf
- Standard counter tops are designed to provide a 6 in. electrical and plumbing chase
- Optional end filler panels available

Microwave Unit

Features:
- Cabinet length 24 in.
- Cabinet depth 24 in.
- Standard height 33 in. (excluding counter top)
- Back Panel with opening to access chase (optional filler for back panel available)
- One storage drawer
- One interior shelf for microwave placement
- Able to hold microwave up to 21 in. L X 20 in. D X 17 in. H in size
- Standard counter tops are designed to provide a 6 in. electrical and plumbing chase
- Optional end filler panels available
Condiment Pedestal

Features:
- Cabinet length 36 in.
- Cabinet depth 30 in.
- Standard height 33 in. (excluding counter top)
- Four doors
- Two Trash Flaps
- Two waste bins included
- Two stainless steel step ledges and acrylic condiment trays
- Two removable base shelves
- One adjustable interior shelf (in condiment section)
- Standard stock color is white; Custom colors available
METAL CABINET SYSTEM
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45 Degree Filler Panel
Features:
- Designed to attach two units for an inside 45 degree corner
- Fills base and cabinet area

90 Degree Filler Panel
Features:
- Designed to attach two units for an inside 90 degree corner
- Fills base and cabinet area

End Filler Panel
Features:
- Designed to finish off the opening of a standard 6 in. base
- Fills base and cabinet area at the end of a run

Adjustable Filler Panel
Features:
- Designed to complete a cabinet run unequal to length of standard cabinet bodies
- Easily cut to size
- Unique design provides finished edges after cutting to correct size
Back Panel Filler

Features:
• To fill chase opening in back of cabinet
• Can be easily installed and removed from within the cabinet body

Base Panel Filler

Features:
• To fill base opening between cabinet and wall
• To be used in place of end filler panel for cabinets without chase

Full Back Panel

Features:
• Back Panel without chase opening
• Available in all cabinet sizes

Stainless Steel Legs

Features:
• To be used in place of standard base
• Height is adjustable from 5.5 to 9.5 in.
Adjustable Interior Shelf
Features:
• Requires two brackets

Cup Dispenser
Features:
• Each dispenser is equipped with four different elastic gaskets to accommodate cup sizes from 8 to 46 oz.

Condiment Tray
Features:
• 6 in. deep
• Includes adjustable dividers for various condiment items
• Available in 12, 24 & 36 in. lengths
Cantilever Wall Shelving

Features:
- Standard 3 & 4 ft. lengths
- Standard depth 18 in.
- Other lengths and depths available
- Height: 28 in.
- Two wire shelves
- Mounts to wall
- Standard stock colors are chrome and duro seal (silver metallic)
- Duro seal finish has a 16 year warranty against rust and is suggested for high humidity storage applications

Four Post

Features:
- Standard 3 & 4 ft. lengths
- Standard depths 18 & 24 in.
- Standard height: 74 in.
- Other sizes available
- Four wire shelves per unit is standard
- Standard stock colors are chrome and duro seal (silver metallic)
- Duro seal finish has a 16 year warranty against rust and is suggested for high humidity storage applications
High Density Track System

Features:
- Increases storage capacity by 40%-100%
- Track lengths are custom per store
- Four wire shelves per unit is standard
- Standard stock colors are chrome and duro seal (silver metallic)
- Duro seal finish has a 16 year warranty against rust and is suggested for high humidity storage applications
- Sizing is custom per store; call for more information on this system
Beyond our standard metal cabinetry, SHOPCO provides custom wood fixtures. If you can imagine it, we can build it. Listed below are a few ideas where you can take advantage of SHOPCO’s custom millwork.

- Beverage Counters
- Prep Islands
- Side Counters
- Security Cabinets
- Food Service Counters
- Display Cases
- Bakery Cases
- Seating Areas

SHOPCO also produces custom counter tops. We offer plastic laminate, solid surface and stainless steel counter tops. Solid surface counter tops can be made with the following finishes: Corian, WilsonArt, Hi-Macs, Montelli, Gibraltar and other manufacturers.

Additionally, SHOPCO is willing to work with your design and graphic firms to ensure everything will fit just right!
As the popularity of condiment and beverage islands increases, so does the need to make your island stand out. The above illustration is a condiment/“Fix it yourself” island, but this design goes above and beyond the norm. This island includes a stand-up eatery in addition to the preparation area. This unit is also complete with a microwave enclosure and trash chute.

Sometimes the simple solution is the best. However, simple might not always be an option. The drawing above is your basic beverage/fast-food area designed to fit a specific interior curved area. Whether your needs are very simple or very complex, SHOPCO’s custom millwork will meet your requirements.
Another unique aspect of the SHOPCO system is that custom millwork can easily be incorporated with our traditional shelving system. Here we simply added uprights and metal shelves to the custom wood design. Custom acrylic front fences were created especially for this island.

The above picture illustrates custom wall units with standard SHOPCO uprights and wire shelves to offer the retailer a rich, custom look, plus full functionality and flexibility in merchandising.
This mobile end cap is made from our standard L-Foot end cap and then custom wood accents are added to create a lavish upscale look and feel.

While most of our custom millwork concerns the beverage and fast-food areas, SHOPCO can design any fixture for a C-store. This drawing illustrates a custom wood bakery case with mirror finish interior and lights.
ACRYLIC ACCESSORIES
SHOPCO U.S.A. INC.

Cup Tower
5810-XXXXXXX-XX

Features:
• Holds cups, lids and straws
• Standard stock color is white
• Features one size fits all cup dispensers
• Made from ABS material
• 3 & 4 cup dispenser models
• Available in many sizes; call for more information

Rotating Counter Top Lid/Straw Dispenser
5850-XXXXXXX-XX

Features:
• “Lazy-Susan” design rotates 360 Degrees
• Available in 3 sizes
• 2 level unit for cold drinks shown in photo
• Hot drink unit: 9 in. L X 12 in. D X 14 in. H
• Cold drink unit: 10 in. L X 10 in. D X 11 in. H
• 2 level cold drink unit: 10 in. L X 10 in. D X 16 in. H
• Made from clear acrylic

Cup Cover
5820-XXXXXXX-XX

Features:
• For use when counter top does not extend over cups
• Available in 24, 30, 32 & 36 in. lengths
• Depth: 6 in.
• Height: 8 in.
• Made from clear acrylic

Magazine Display
5959-XXXX012-00

Features:
• Displays featured magazines
• Available in 24 & 36 in. lengths
• Height: 12 in.
• Mounts to top of 5 & 10 tier magazine racks
ACRYLIC ACCESSORIES
SHOPCO U.S.A. INC.

Single Sided Condiment Dispenser
5957-0405XXX-00

Features:
- 4 in. length
- 5 in. depth
- Available 18 & 24 in. heights
- Made from clear acrylic

Double Sided Condiment Dispenser
5958-0410XXX-00

Features:
- 4 in. length
- 10 in. depth
- Available 18 & 24 in. heights
- Made from clear acrylic

Single Sided Condiment Tray
5955-0509011-00

Features:
- One size: 5 in. L X 9 in. D X 11 in. H
- Stackable
- Made from clear acrylic

Double Sided Condiment Tray
5955-0518011-00

Features:
- One size: 5 in. L X 18 in. D X 11 in. H
- Stackable
- Made from clear acrylic
**Condiment Tray**  
5890-XXXXXXXX-XX

Features:
- 3/8 in. thick acrylic
- Available in 24, 30 & 36 in. lengths
- Depth: 6 in.
- Available in 6 & 8 in. heights
- Made from clear acrylic
- This condiment tray is designed for custom wood counters (See page 91 for KD Metal condiment tray)

---

**Pastry Case**  
5820-1621024-00

Features:
- 3 shelves
- 16 in. L X 21 in. D X 24 in. H
- Custom sizes available
- Made from clear acrylic

---

**Counter Top Trash Chute Liner**  
5835-XXXXXXXX-XX

Features:
- Fits in counter top to direct trash
- Made from Black ABS material
- 6 in. L X 6 in. D
- Available 6 & 12 in. heights
**Literature Pocket - TV Guide**  
5865-0602005-00

Features:
- Designed to hold TV size literature
- 6 in. L X 2 in. D X 5 in. H
- Made from clear acrylic

---

**Literature Pocket - Magazine/Map Book**  
5865-0802009-00

Features:
- Designed to hold magazines/map books
- 8.5 in. L X 2 in. D X 9 in. H
- Made from clear acrylic

---

**Literature Pocket - Tabloid/Atlas**  
5865-1003009-00

Features:
- Designed to hold larger tabloid/atlas literature
- 10 in. L X 3 in. D X 9 in. H
- Made from clear acrylic

---

**Literature Pocket - Maps/Credit Applications**  
5865-0904012-00

Features:
- 2 tiers with four pockets
- Designed to hold maps/credit applications
- 9 in. L X 4 in. D X 12 in. H
- Made from clear acrylic
2 Step Riser
5875-3508004-00

Features:
• Use to raise product in the back of a shelf
• 35 in. L X 8 in. D X 4 in. H
• Made from clear acrylic

Adjustable Shelf Filler
5873-35XX002-00

Features:
• Used to push product forward on less merchandised shelves
• 35 in. L X 2 in. H
• Adjustable depth 6 - 8 in.
• Made from clear acrylic

Convenience Rail Cover
1900-XXXXXXX-XX

Features:
• Acrylic cover for convenience rail (see page 78)
• Available in 2, 3 & 4 ft. lengths
• Made from clear acrylic
Neon Trim for All Straight Units
2350-XXXXXXX-XX

Features:
• Available in 2, 3 & 4 ft. lengths
• Available colors: red, yellow, green & blue
• Made from glowing fluorescent acrylic

Neon Trim for 1/8 Circle Gondola Units
2350-XXXXXXX-XX

Features:
• Available for inside and outside curved units
• Available colors: red, yellow, green & blue
• Made from glowing fluorescent acrylic

Neon Trim for 90 Degree Triangle End Cap Units
2340-XXXXXXX-XX

Features:
• Available for end caps with 2 & 3 ft. sides
• Available colors: red, yellow, green & blue
• Made from glowing fluorescent acrylic
Neon Trim for 60 Degree Triangle Units
2340-XXXXXXXX-XX
Features:
- Custom made for 60 degree triangle gondolas
- Available for triangles with 2 & 3 ft. sides
- Available colors: red, yellow, green & blue
- Made from glowing fluorescent acrylic

Neon Trim for 4-Way Units
2355-XXXXXXXX-XX
Features:
- Custom made for 4-way gondolas
- Available for 4-way units with 2 & 3 ft. sides
- Available colors: red, yellow, green & blue
- Made from glowing fluorescent acrylic

Neon Trim for Split-T Gondola Units
2336-3672XXX-XX
Features:
- Custom made for split-T gondolas
- Available colors: red, yellow, green & blue
- Made from glowing fluorescent acrylic

Neon Trim for Cloverleaf Gondola Units
2334-7272XXX-XX
Features:
- Custom made for cloverleaf gondolas
- Available colors: red, yellow, green & blue
- Made from glowing fluorescent acrylic
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